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This paper is in response to members’ requests to provide a summary of good practice within  
one source document and is based upon the Society of Insurance Broking’s understanding of  
the regulator’s rules and current stance. Whilst a summary, it is not intended to be exhaustive  
and should not be relied upon at the exclusion of other sources of information.
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Introduction
What is forensic marking?
Forensic marking is a discreet liquid that can be used as a security device to mark valuable and/or easily removable 
items. Each individual kit has its own unique forensic signature, meaning that no two solutions are the same. By having 
its own forensic code, anything marked with the solution can be identified and traced back to its owner if stolen. The 
solution is invisible under natural light but glows under UV light. This means marked items can be identified by the police 
as well as linking criminals to a crime scene.

Forensic markers (or traceable liquids as some Police Forces call them) can be used to invisibly tag valuable items, such 
as watches, jewellery, laptops and mobile phones. Those with ‘PAS820 Grade A External’ classification are also durable 
enough to be suitable for external metals used on roofs, as well as on property and assets stored outdoors. These 
solutions are priced affordably meaning that the cost will not be too burdensome on businesses and clients who wish to 
purchase it. Some providers charge an annual licence fee, others don’t. Notable brands of forensic solution include 
SelectaDNA and SmartWater. 

All purchased bottles of forensic marking kits need to be registered so that any items of stolen property can be traced 
back to its registered owner. Once registered, the unique chemical code is then stored, together with the client’s details, 
on a database (this should be secure and conform to LPS1224 Issue 3; or the provider should hold ISO27001 certification 
for Information Security Management). If this property is then stolen and recovered by the police, forensic scientists can 
analyse traces of the forensic marking solution on the item to identify the chemical code and link it back to the owner via 
the database. Guaranteed to last at least five years (for those products holding PAS820 Grade A External), once the 
solution has been applied it’s almost impossible to remove. It can withstand routine cleaning and polishing, so users will 
not need to re-apply the solution if an item has been cleaned.

How do forensic marking solutions deter thieves?
By advising their client to use forensic marking, brokers are promoting an innovative security device that is both widely 
recognised in crime fighting as well as proven effective in prosecuting. All registered users should actively display the 
relevant warning signage in visible areas as a warning to potential thieves (eg in windows, on highly prominent pieces of 
property or on the front of buildings). This signage is also found to be an extremely effective deterrent. Research has 
shown that properties displaying signage of the reputable brands have been avoided by criminals. This is because these 
solutions haves been extremely helpful in securing convictions against thieves once caught.

One provider conducted their own independent research interviewing over 100 criminals, of which 74% said they would 
avoid breaking into a building displaying their logo. It has also been effective in reducing the number of traders handling 
stolen goods. 

Why are forensic marking solutions good for insurers?
As a powerful crime deterrents, SmartWater is one such provider endorsed by law enforcement departments, including 
the London Metropolitan Police. The Met have implemented a project called MetTrace with the aim of reducing 
burglaries across London by promoting the use of forensic solutions. This project aims to reach out to one in seven 
homes across London over a three-year period to provide crime prevention advice and free property-marking kits. This 
has raised the profile of forensic solutions within domestic household users whilst simultaneously training police officers 
to routinely search for property marked with them.

The Met report that, “To date, the use of SmartWater has had a 100% conviction rate in court and has been proven  
to reduce burglaries by 85%”. With a significant reduction in burglaries, and 300,000 SmartWater registered homes 
in London alone, insurers can be confident in recommending forensic marking. 

The British Security Industry Association (BSIA) published a series of case studies1  for jewellers and pawnbrokers, 
detailing many success stories where forensic solutions were used effectively:

Case Study: Reducing the sale of stolen goods in Scunthorpe
Second-hand shops in Scunthorpe are working with police to put a stop to the resale of stolen goods. Humberside 
Police and Safelinks have distributed special lamps to all second-hand shops in North Lincolnshire which can  
detect if an item is marked with SmartWater.

Thousands of North Lincolnshire residents have marked their belongings with SmartWater, which is invisible 
to the naked eye but glows brightly under the special lamps.

Because each bottle of SmartWater marks property with a unique code, vendors can report stolen items to police, 
who can then reunite them with their rightful owners.

1  https://www.bsia.co.uk/Portals/4/Publications/176-apm-jewellery-theft.pdf

https://www.bsia.co.uk/Portals/4/Publications/176-apm-jewellery-theft.pdf
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With law-enforcers, vendors and individuals getting better educated on forensic marking, this is now becoming a 
recognised and reliable method to recommend to clients. The outcome of this may result in lower premiums overall, 
however this should ultimately result in paying out less in claims.

How should clients use forensic marking?
Registered users should never share their solution with friends or family. This is because the solution 
is registered to a specific address and user. Users should also not dilute the solution as this will corrupt the forensic code 
and render the solution unidentifiable.

Only small amounts of the solution are needed to mark the selected pieces of property. There is no need to use the 
solution to write the user’s initials or address, as the forensic code in the solution is enough to identify it.

If a client sells or passes on a piece of property that is forensically marked, they should inform the new owner and their 
insurer, as this could complicate a future investigation if the item is later stolen and recovered. Buying used goods that 
have already been marked with a forensic liquid may also be a potential issue if the original owner has not disclosed that  
it is no longer in their possession, or if a different coded solution is applied on top of it. Some providers allow notes to be 
made on their database to show that individual items have been sold to a specific individual or organisation.

What else can forensic marking do?
Forensic marking not only helps to identify stolen property, but can be employed as an anti-robbery and fly-tipping 
device. Some forensic marking has also been developed as a forensic spray, used to mark cash-in-transit or an offender, 
in a similar way to how the forensic solution marks property. The result of this is that the criminal and the stolen property 
can be connected back to the scene of the crime. Forensic spray systems can be used alongside fogging devices to 
provide retailers and banks with an extra level of security, to ensure that if an offender does target a site, they will be 
pushed out by the fog, and sprayed with the unique forensic liquid as they flee.
There are also forensic solutions available specifically for vehicles. With a specific applicator, a client can mark their 
vehicle in any of the following places:

• interior trim
• stereo system
• vin plate
• battery housing
• alternator
• underside of bonnet
• alloy wheels
• underside of boot
• spare wheel/jack
• cat converters and exhaust components

Brokers should consider the many different ways businesses and clients can utilise forensic marking as they can play 
a much more effective part in the capture and reclaiming of stolen goods. Aside from personal use, it can also be 
used to protect valuable property stored in warehouses, schools, churches, commercial units and business premises.
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Good Practice

1. Apply forensic marking effectively.

As the solution itself contains the forensic formula, only a small amount is needed per item. The solution is also 
waterproof and can be used on property stored outdoors.

To ensure the solution is being properly used by your client, advise them not to do the following:

• Do not apply solution to functional electronic parts (eg ports, displays, battery units, speaker grills)
• Do not apply to electronic devices whilst still plugged to the mains
• Do not write with the solution, the liquid itself is the marker
• Do not apply to a vehicle while the engine is running
• Do not dilute the solution
• Do not use solution that has expired
• Do not store the solution in extreme hot or cold temperatures
• Do not apply it to working or moving parts (eg nuts, bolts, keys, switches)

• Do not share the solution with any unregistered users (eg a neighbour or friend)

2. Cross-reference what has been marked.

When insuring your client’s belongings, check what has been genuinely applied with the solution. Registered users do 
not need to declare to the provider of the solution the individually marked items (but can do if they wish). They only 
need to notify the police if a theft occurs. Marked items should not be missed when calculating coverage and nothing 
should be declared as marked that isn’t. You may wish to spot check items of very high value if doing an inspection of 
personal property, as well as ensuring that the solution is being applied appropriately.

A client may not use all the solution straight away. If any applications are made at a later date, this will need to 
be updated on their records and coverage priced appropriately and accurately.

Accredited providers, such as SmartWater and SelectaDNA, have created an Asset Register so that your client can 
keep track of what has been marked, as well as if the property has been disposed of or moved location.

3. Keep updated on recoveries.

If a client has an item stolen, but is later returned to them after a claim is paid, possession of the recovered property  
will have to be declared. The provider's database should keep you updated on any news regarding recoveries, however 
this could happen months or years after the actual theft. The insurance company may wish to take possession of any 
recovered items or recoup any claims paid out (less any costs if the item is returned damaged).

While not declaring recovered items is considered an act of fraud, a positive aspect for a client is that the original claim 
should no longer factor into their insurance rate. 

Conclusion
Now that forensic marking is becoming a widely recognised tool, not just in deterring crime but recovering stolen  
property, insurers should consider incorporating it into conversations with their clients on a regular basis. Those  
who have valuable personal property should be encouraged to consider using the solution. By using the statistics from 
accredited providers and UK Police Forces, clients should feel reassured that this isn’t a faddy piece of technology but 
a useful crime deterrent.

Forensic marking doesn’t just have to be for high value personal items. If you have clients who wish to insure valuable 
building materials, cash-in-transit, commercial property or valuable religious artefacts, this solution can cater for these 
needs too. 

Now that forensic marking is becoming widely endorsed and recognised by the police and criminals alike, clients should 
be able to put their trust in you when recommending accredited providers as a credible security precaution. When 
choosing a provider ensure that the solution is accredited to PAS820 for durability.

©2018 The Chartered Insurance Institutete

https://www.smartwater.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Asset_Register.pdf
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Appendix – Primary Source Material
Metropolitan Police

Name Summary Link

What is MetTrace? MetTrace is a project run by the Met to 
reduce burglary across London.

https://www.met.police.uk/police-
forces/metropolitan-police/areas/
about-us/about-the-met/campaigns/
MetTrace/what-is-mettrace/

Secured by Design

Name Summary Link

Accredited Product Search Member company product categories. https://www.securedbydesign.com/
member-companies/accredited-
product-search

https://www.met.police.uk/police-forces/metropolitan-police/areas/about-us/about-the-met/campaigns/MetTrace/what-is-mettrace/
https://www.met.police.uk/police-forces/metropolitan-police/areas/about-us/about-the-met/campaigns/MetTrace/what-is-mettrace/
https://www.met.police.uk/police-forces/metropolitan-police/areas/about-us/about-the-met/campaigns/MetTrace/what-is-mettrace/
https://www.met.police.uk/police-forces/metropolitan-police/areas/about-us/about-the-met/campaigns/MetTrace/what-is-mettrace/
https://www.securedbydesign.com/member-companies/accredited-product-search
https://www.securedbydesign.com/member-companies/accredited-product-search
https://www.securedbydesign.com/member-companies/accredited-product-search





